
The Most Fully-Evidenced Overtly Criminal COINTELPRO Operations Done for High-Level Special Interests’ Economic Gain 
Conducted by U.S. FBI under the Control of ―Big Oil‖/Weapons Industry/ Mafia-allied Economic and Financial Interests 

 

The Martin Luther King Assassination  –  Memphis Court Verdict Achieved 1999                                                                               
Comprehensively Evidenced and Court-Proved Verdict from the 1999 Memphis Trial:  

FBI was Under Effective Control (via J. Edgar Hoover) of H.L. Hunt’s ―Big-Oil‖/Mafia-allied Interests 

They Organized Interests of Hunt’s Vietnam War and defence industry profiteers (also covertly Mafia-allied; one General Convicted) 

Hunt/Hoover emplaced the COINTELPRO Faction into FBI (likewise ―Big Oil‖/Weapons Industry/Mafia-Complicit)                                                                                   
Summary/Evidence of Memphis Trial: http://dickatlee.com/issues/assassinations/king_assassination.html 

 

1974 Contract Murder of Samuel Edelman by John Paul Getty through FBI’s CONTELPRO Faction                                                                                                    
Purpose: to Frame Controller of Requa/Hoover Files, S.H.Requa, for that Murder and thereby Gain Control of Files 

FBI  Fabricated Records (typically of COINTELPRO) to Allege Fictitious ―Radical‖ and Violent Profiles for Requa                                                                        

Suddenly Absenting Himself Unexpectedly from Murder Locale Just Prior to Murder, the Frame-up Failed 

Same Profile of COINTELPRO FBI control as with Hunt: John Paul Getty an Oil Power Doing FBI/Mafia-Assisted Crimes for Economic Gain 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Criminal Take-over of Banner International & Theft of Requa/Hoover Files 1993      
Re-Use in 1993 by Utah FBI Agent Collins of Fabricated FBI Records from 1974 Edelman Murder to Construct Utah Court Frauds 

Proven ―Scripting‖, typical of COINTELPRO Experts, for Persons Made Accomplices to Receivership and Court Frauds 

Disappearance of R/H  Files during that Receivership Fraud – Beneficial Interests Indicated to Have Included Hunt Family and/or Associates 

Conclusion: On-going Evidence to Present of Continuing ―Big Oil‖/Mafia-allied COINTELPRO FBI Faction to Conduct Major Crimes 

             
       The Major Senate Church Committee Hearings of 1976 — with comprehensive evidence and conclusions then possible on FBI 
COINTELPRO Operations — have provided the factual basis, then augmented by comprehensive evidence in 1999 Memphis Trial and 
verdict, to re-asses both the Martin Luther King Assassination and the 1993 take-over of Banner International by Utah Court Frauds, now 
irrefutably evidenced as instigated by FBI’s Corrupt Utah COINTELPRO agents. With surfacing of fabricated FBI evidence from 1974, 1993 
Court Frauds to be seen as successor COINTELPRO operation to 1974 COINTELPRO murder of Edelman instigated by John Paul Getty 
with its failed ―framing‖ agenda. 
 

             The Martin Luther King assassination, as now laid bare, provides the opportunity to witness one person, then the richest in the U.S., oil billionaire H.L. 

Hunt, and to be made aware of his degree of control of the FBI through J. Edgar Hoover, with whom he shared a direct dedicated red-phone telephone line from 

his Dallas office to J. Edgar Hoover’s Washington D.C. FBI office.  Hunt’s daily instructions to Hoover were readily thus made, by simply picking up his private 

phone line to FBI central. The ability of H. L. Hunt to control and direct the FBI into criminal actions and non-actions is comprehensively evidenced with his role 

in planning the MLK assassination: e.g. he provided the Carlos Marcello Mafia team to coordinate, with mobster Frank Liberto in Memphis, the actual shooter in 

Memphis who fired the fatal shot on Martin Luther King. Review: http://www.ratical.org/ratville/JFK/Unspeakable/MLKconExp.html 

 

 

http://dickatlee.com/issues/assassinations/king_assassination.html
http://www.ratical.org/ratville/JFK/Unspeakable/MLKconExp.html


          As quoted from above link: “To whom in turn were those murderous [government] agencies responsible?  Not so much to government officials per se, 

Pepper asserted, as to the economic power-holders they represented who stood in the even deeper shadows behind the FBI, Army Intelligence, and their affiliates 

in covert action. By 1968, Pepper told the jury, ―And today it is much worse in my view‖ – ―the decision-making processes in the United States were the 

representatives, the foot-soldiers of the very economic interests that were going to suffer as a result of these times of changes [being activated by King].‖  

 

         The coordinator of those economic interests for the MLK assassination must be concluded to have been H.L. Hunt (with J. Edgar Hoover 

effectively under his control, and for Hoover to get Hunt’s directives to him from that “oligarchy” ) . The major “enforcers” for those economic interests 

may now be seen — now after the Church Committee Hearings of 1976, after the Memphis Trial, and now in context of the COINTELPRO operations 

in 1974 and then in 1993 involved in stealing the Requa/Hoover Files — and for those enforcers to be seen, jointly in collaboration, to be the FBI 

COINTELPRO faction (largely covert) and the major Mafia leadership.  The right-wing  “oligarchy” of economic interests was first represented by 

H.L. Hunt.  John Paul Getty in 1974 is indicated to have become one of their leaders. He had the ability to contract — through the FBI’S 

COINTELPRO network of allied covert/corruptible FBI Agents with the Mafia-complicit among them — the murder of Samuel Edelman to be 

attributed to S.H. Requa.  

 

          The FBI fabrications and fictions applied in the background in 1974 to Requa surrounding that murder, and that then in part surfaced in the 1993 

COINTELPRO-instigated Utah Court Frauds — and with various FBI-instigated dupes and agents provocateurs from then to the present— now 

combine with the 1999 Memphis evidence and verdict — to complete the necessary picture for all the public (world-wide), and for all voters and elected 

officials in the U.S. to see and be appraised of.  This is necessary for the necessary global changes required to preserve civilization and to avert our fall 

into either a deep dark ages or into a complete apocalypse. The self-annihilating propensity in mankind since 1968 has become far more clear and far 

more real. The events included here for media coverage and for action provide perhaps the only means by which various combined disasters may be 

averted.  

 

       As the richest man then in the U.S., H.L. Hunt could (and did) exert simultaneous command within both the FBI and with the highest levels of the 

Mafia’s leadership: 

http://dickatlee.com/issues/assassinations/king_assassination.html  His abilities with his vast wealth to organize and plan other such events to his beneficial and 

monetary interests is elsewhere noted. 

http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/JFKhuntHL.htm 

http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/assassination-studies-1/the-party-before-the-assassination.html 

 

             Hunt’s likewise joint ability with Hoover over which FBI agents to place into key FBI must also now be recognized.  To be noted from the above linked 

Summary of evidence and proceedings in the Memphis Trial, is include this excerpt about the jury and evidence: They learned of FBI reports that were patently 

false, and of others pointing in the right direction that had been suppressed -- e.g., witness statements of [James Earl] Ray leaving before the shooting.‖  

 

          The same ability by another man of similar wealth as Hunt to control the FBI, to choose its agents, and direct FBI actions and those of their emplaced 

agents’ (as wholly criminalized FBI agents, and for similar personal beneficial interests), is to be seen from 1974 when oil billionaire John Paul Getty 

organized criminal FBI operations for a contract murder in efforts to frame Stephen Requa for that murder, with him as the person in co-control of the 

Requa/Hoover Files, and thereby to eliminate his control position of those files and make them accessible to John Paul Getty, who had been seeking that 

access as had denied by Stephen Requa.  

 



           Access to those files and data on countless gold mines. to be acquired and developed from them, was of inestimable value, with mines to be so developed 

having production capabilities into the billions of dollars each. FBI records falsifications and fabrications of evidence in their files from the 1974 period — 

concurrent with that murder — show the obvious intent of FBI agents at that time was to assist in the Edelman murder and the intended frame-up for the purpose 

of John Paul Getty through Getty Oil gaining access to and control of the Requa/Hoover Files. The murder transpired, but the frame-up proved impossible to 

accomplish.  

 

           The intended frame-up evidence with COINTELPRO profiling of its victim thus survived and in part surfaced, with the ability of Requa to presently 

ascertain and proclaim its apparent significance: as having been created by FBI agents’ fabrications for no other purpose than for the intended frame-up in a 

murder for the beneficial interests of that oil billionaire.  

 

           That fabricated COINTELPRO profiling was then used by the COINTELPRO FBI agents in Utah to devise corrupted Utah Court proceedings, with 

duped/criminalized accomplices, to instigate the theft of the Requa/Hoover Files as was first sought by John Paul Getty. 

 

          Recorded interviews of COINTELPRO corrupted persons in Utah events provide certain and irrefutable evidence of this having transpired, as to 

be noted in the following. 

 

           The former Banner International shareholders and investors in post-1993 Court Fraud mining efforts, also disrupted by COINTELPRO 

activities, are now being re-mobilized to claim immediate partial compensation from the FBI while an over-all settlement for the damages is arrived at.  

 

         Documentary coverage of the events in the three major COINTELPRO operations as noted above, starting with the Memphis Court ruling in 1999, is being 

organized and is anticipated to be substantially profitable, most particularly with the international and world-wide audiences.  

 

         One proposal is to commence first production efforts contemplating the ultimate syndicated television broadcasts on a selection of documentary features 

based from this list entitled ―Crimes of the FBI‖: http://www.greatgoldgrab.com/comm.htm    Another proposal is for an investigative feature as those subjected 

to COINTELPRO manipulations are identified (from the many known) for successive interviews as the reality of these events from the MLK assassination and 

Utah Court Frauds become clear.  

 

        The Church Committee Hearings of 1976, themselves a possible feature, together with the Memphis Trial and verdict, and the unexpectedly large 

documentation available from many sources, will provide replete research now already extant on which the spectrum of opportunities may be prioritized for 

profitable productions. Following is select documentation and evidence related to the pending  new Sequel to the book ―The Great American Gold Grab‖. 

Coverage by Media Action Plus then follows that. 

 

 

“Banner International” 

Representing the Interests of all Banner-related Investors 1987 to the present 

December 26, 2013 
  The essential facts: 

  http://dickatlee.com/issues/assassinations/king_assassination.html 

  http://www.ratical.org/ratville/JFK/Unspeakable/MLKconExp.html 

http://www.greatgoldgrab.com/comm.htm
http://dickatlee.com/issues/assassinations/king_assassination.html
http://www.ratical.org/ratville/JFK/Unspeakable/MLKconExp.html

